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Abstract. We study a scheme which decomposes a singularly perturbed linear system with sev-
eral small parameters into a block-diagonal form. The algorithm of the scheme contains k steps
of a successive splitting based on the integral manifold of quick and slow variables method.
The splitting substitution is defined constructively in the form of expansions by powers of small
parameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of singularly perturbed systems of differential equations has been in-
tensively developed recently, and its methods have been widely used for the study of
various problems of science and technology. Singularly perturbed models describe
dynamic processes in physics, theory of automatic control, hydroscopic systems, eco-
nomical and biological processes [2,3]. Singularly perturbed systems have boundary
layer and stiffness property in numerical calculations. In this connection the main
results for high-dimensional systems with fast and slow variables boil down to the
construction of asymptotic expansions of the initial and boundary problems. Let us
note the surveys [6, 8, 13], where a great amount of works dedicated to this subject
were analyzed.
For qualitative studies of entire systems it is expedient to apply decomposition
algorithms. Effective methods of decomposition of singularly perturbed systems,
which are based on the ideas of the integral manifold method, were developed in
the works [11, 12]. For linear singularly perturbed systems such an approach allows
us to make the decomposition of an input system to the independent fast and slow
subsystems [7,10]. Linear non-autonomous three-time and n-time scale systems were
studied in [1, 4, 9].
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The aim of this paper is to justify the decomposition method of a linear singularly
perturbed system with several small parameters to the collection of independent sub-
systems. Such an approach is effective if we can find the coefficients of the splitting
transformation. The suggested approach combines both asymptotic and qualitative
methods of analysis. The splitting transformation is constructed with an arbitrary
precision as asymptotic expansions in a series of small parameters.
2. THE SCHEME OF DECOMPOSITION






Aijxj ; i D 0;k; (2.1)
where t 2 R, xi 2 Rni , Aij D Aij .t/; i;j D 0;k; are ni  nj matrices, "0 D 1;
"1; "2; : : : ; "k are small positive parameters.
Let the following conditions be true:
1) matrices Aij .t/; i;j D 0;k; are uniformly bounded in t 2 R,
2) eigenvalues of the matrix Akk.t/ satisfy the inequality
Rej .Akk/  2ˇ < 0;j D 1;nk :
The decomposition of system (2.1) will be performed in k steps. At the first step
the substitution is made as follows8ˆˆˆ<ˆ
ˆˆ:












P 1j xj ;
(2.2)
where H 1i ;P
1
i ; i D 0;k 1 are matrix functions of appropriate dimensions.
If H 1i ;P
1
i ; i D 0;k 1 are bounded solutions of the systems
kY
jD0
































H 1j ; (2.3b)
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j ; i D 0;k 1; (2.4a)
kY
jD0
"j Py1k D B1kky1k ; (2.4b)








To perform the second step of decomposition, we make such assumption:
3) eigenvalues of B1
k 1;k 1 satisfy the inequality
Rei .B1k 1;k 1/  2 < 0:
Then by making the substitution8ˆˆˆ<ˆ
ˆˆ:
























j ; i D 0;k 2; (2.6a)
k 1Y
jD0
"j Py2k 1 D B2k 1;k 1y2k 1; (2.6b)












Matrices P 2i ;H
2
i ; i D 0;k 2; are uniformly bounded solutions of the systems
k 1Y
jD0


































H 2m; i D 0;k 2: (2.7)
At the step k by making the substitution
yk 10 D yk0 C "1Hk0 yk1 ;
yk 11 D yk1 CP k0 yk 10 ;
(2.8)
we obtain the block-diagonal system8ˆ<ˆ
:
Pyk0 D Bk00yk0 ;
iQ
jD0
"j Pyk iC1i D Bk iC1i i yk iC1i ; i D 1;k;
(2.9)
where Bk00 D Bk 100 CBk 101 P k0 , Bk11 D Bk 111   "1P k0 Bk 101 .
Here the matrices Hk0 ;P
k
0 of appropriate dimensions satisfy the equations
"1 PP k0 D Bk 110 CBk 111 P k0   "1P k0

Bk 100 CBk 102 P k0

;
"1 PHk0 D Bk 101  Hk0










At each step of decomposition we assume that
3i ) eigenvalues of matrices Bk iC1i i ; i D 1;k 1; satisfy the inequality
Rej .Bk iC1i i /  2 < 0:
For the transformation of system (2.1) to block-diagonal form (2.9) the existence
of the corresponding solutions of systems (2.3a)-(2.3b), (2.7), . . . , (2.10) is necessary.
Then, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let conditions 1)-2) be true. Then there exists "?
k
> 0 such that for any
"k 2 .0;"?k/ system (2.3a)-(2.3b) has a unique bounded solution for t 2 R.
Proof. Write the subsystem (2.3a) in the equivalent form












CAjk.s;"/Pi .s;"///ds; i D 0;k 1; (2.11)
where Q.t;s;"/ is the fundamental matrix of the equation
kY
jD0
"j Pxk D Akkxk; (2.12)
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for some K > 0 and any  1< s  t <1:
We shall seek a bounded solution of system (2.11) on the entire real axis by the



















Aj i CAjkP ni

ds; (2.14)
i D 0;k 1; nD 0;1;2; : : : ;
putting P 0i D 0; i D 0;k 1.
Using inequality (2.13) and conditions 1)-2) in the way analogous to [5] it is easy
to show that there exists "?
k
> 0 such that for all "k 2 .0;"?k/ sequences P ni .t;"/; i D
0;k 1; are uniformly convergent as n!1 and bounded for t 2 R.
Put Pi .t;"/D lim
n!1P
n
i .t;"/; i D 0;k 1:











j  H 1i Bkk; i D 0;k 1: (2.15)
Denote by QHi .t; s;"/ the fundamental matrices of the equations
iY
jD0
"j Pxi D Bij .t;"/xi ; i D 0;k 1;




























j /QHids; i D 0;k 1: (2.17)
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If conditions 1)-2) are satisfied and "k are sufficiently small then the fundamental










Using inequality (2.18) we can prove the existence of a bounded on the entire real
axis solution of system (2.17) in a similar way as for (2.11).
The lemma is proved. 
Similar statements for systems (2.7), . . . , (2.10) are true.
Let us obtain now a general decomposing transformation.
Theorem 1. Let conditions 1)-3) be true. Then for sufficiently small parameters
"i ; i D 1;k; there exists a nonsingular substitution












which transforms system (2.1) to .kC1/ independent subsystems (2.9).



















m ; .i  j /^ .i > 1/;
Rk ii DE; Rk iC1m D P k iC1m ;







j ; .i < j /^ .j > 1/;
E; i D j D 0;
"1H
k
0 ; i D 0; j D 1;
P k0 ; i D 1; j D 0;
EC "1P k0 Hk0 ; i D j D 1;
follows from the representation of the substitution at each step of the decomposition.
Let us show that this transformation is nonsingular.
From (2.4a), (2.4b) we obtain8ˆˆˆ<ˆ
ˆˆ:














P 1j xj :
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k n;j ; i D 0;k n 1;
D0ij D 0; i ¤ j; D0i i DE;
DkC10j D

EC "1Hk0 P k0

Dk 10j   "1Hk0Dk 11j :
Therefore, there exists the inverse matrix ˚ 1Œi;j DDkC1 iij ; i D 0;k.
The theorem is proved. 
Remark 1. Condition 3i ) is difficult to verify, because matrices P ij and H
i
j can be
found only in the simplest cases. It is easy to make sure that condition 3i ) will be











Aijxj C "iAi;iC1xiC1; i D 1;k;
(2.19)
and the eigenvalues of the matrices Ai i ; i D 1;k; satisfy the inequality
Rej .Ai i /  2 < 0:
3. ASYMPTOTIC DECOMPOSITION OF THE SPLITTING TRANSFORMATION.
We can find the exact form for the coefficients of the asymptotic decomposition
only in the simplest cases, so we are interested in finding asymptotic decomposition
of these coefficients and obtaining corresponding split systems.
Let us make the following important assumption:
4) matrices Aij .t/; i;j D 0;k;A 1kk .t/ and their derivatives up to .nC1/ order are
uniformly bounded in t 2 R.
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We show that the function u0.t;x0.t/;x1.t/; : : : ;xk 1.t/;"k/, which can be rep-
















where matrices P 1i;j .t/;j D 0;n; i D 0;k 1; and their .n  j C 1/ derivatives are




We substitute (3.2) to (3.1) and choose the functions
P 1i;j .t/;j D 0;n; i D 0;k 1;
so that in (3.1) all the terms that contain powers of "k less than .nC1/, are vanishing.
For the coefficients in representation (3.2) we obtain
P 1i;0.t/D A 1kk .t/Aki .t/;


























; j D 1;n:
(3.3)
Observe that 4) implies that P 1i;j .t/;j D 0;n; i D 0;k 1; and their partial de-
rivatives up to .n  j C 1/ order, are bounded. If the functions P 1i;j are chosen by





0i .t;"1; : : : ; "k 1/xi
1A ;
where 0i ; i D 0;k 1; are uniformly bounded functions.





i xi C "nC1k ´; then
















0j .t;"1; : : : ; "k 1/xj CAkk´:
(3.4)
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P 1i;?.t;"k/xi ; (3.5)
where P 1i;?; i D 0;k 1 are uniformly bounded functions.























P 1i;j C "nC1k P 1i;?
1Axi (3.6)
is valid.



















































u0i CAiky1k ; i D 0;k 1: (3.8)














k ; i D 0;k 1; (3.9)
where the matrices H 1i;j ;j D 0;n; and their .n  j C 1/ derivatives, are uniformly





1; : : : ;u
0
k 1/D o."nC1k /; i D 0;k 1:
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We substitute (3.9) to (3.8) and choose functions H 1i;j ;j D 0;n; so that in (3.8)
all the terms that contain powers of "k less than .nC 1/, are vanishing. For the
coefficients H 1i;j we obtain







































; j D 1;n:
(3.10)
Now 4) yields that H 1i;j and their partial derivatives are bounded. In this case





1; : : : ;u
0
k 1/D "nC1k 0i .t;"1; "2; : : : ; "k/y1k ;
where 0i ; i D 0;k 1; are uniformly bounded functions.
If we make the substitution in system (3.7) now







k ; i D 0;k 1;



































k ; i D 0;k 1: (3.12)















k ; i D 0;k 1;









H 1i;j C "nC1k H 1i;?
1Ay1k ; i D 0;k 1
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is valid.
By making in system (3.7) the substitution








we obtain system (2.4a)-(2.4b) and the first stage of decomposition of (2.1) is fin-
ished.
Theorem 2. Let the conditions 1), 2), 4) be true. Then for a sufficiently small "k
there exists a substitution (2.2), which transforms system (2.1) to form (2.4a)-(2.4b),
and the coefficients of the asymptotic decomposition of transformation (2.2) can be
uniquely found from algebraic relations (3.3), (3.10).








j ; i D 0;k  l ; (3.13a)
iY
jD0
"j Pyk iC1l D Bk iC1i i yk iC1i ; i D k  lC1;k: (3.13b)
Assume the following condition to be true:
5l ) matrices B lij .i;j D 0;k  l/; .B lk l;k l/ 1 and their .nC 1/ derivatives are
uniformly bounded in t 2 R .













Let us show that the function ul.t;yl0.t/;y
l
1.t/; : : : ;y
l
k l 1.t/;"k l/, which can

















where the matrices P lC1i;j .t/;j D 0;n; i D 0;k  l  1; and their .n  j C1/ derivat-




We substitute (3.15) to (3.14) and choose functions
P lC1i;j .t/;j D 0;n; i D 0;k  l  1;
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so that in (3.14) all the terms that contain powers of "k l less than .nC 1/, are
vanishing. For the coefficients in representation (3.2) we obtain
P lC1i;0 .t/D .B lk l;k l/ 1.t/B lk l;i .t/;
























; j D 1;n:
(3.16)
Observe that 5l ) implies that P
lC1
i;j .t/;j D 0;n; i D 0;k  l  1; and their partial
derivatives up to .n j C1/ order, are bounded. If the functions P lC1i;j are chosen by





li .t;"1; : : : ; "k l 1/yli
1A ;
where li ; i D 0;k  l  1; are uniformly bounded functions.








i C "nC1k l ´;
then for the variables yl0;y
l
1; : : : ;y
l













ylj C "nC1k l B li;k l´;






lj .t;"1; : : : ; "k l 1/ylj CB lk l;k l´:
(3.17)







where P lC1i;? ; i D 0;k  l  1 are uniformly bounded functions.
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i;j C "nC1k l P lC1i;?
1Ayli : (3.19)
holds.














B lij CB li;k lP lC1j

ylj CBi;k lylC1k l ;









































uli CBi;k lylC1k l ; i D 0;k  l  1: (3.22)















k l ; i D 0;k  l  1; (3.23)
where matrices H lC1i;j ;j D 0;n; and their .n  j C 1/ derivatives, are uniformly





1; : : : ;u
l
k l 1/D o."nC1k l /; i D 0;k  l  1:
We substitute (3.23) to (3.22) and choose functions H lC1i;j ;j D 0;n; so that in
(3.22) all the terms that contain powers of "k l less than .nC1/, are vanishing. For
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the coefficients H lC1i;j we obtain













































Now 5l ) yields that H
lC1
i;j and their partial derivatives are bounded. In this case





1; : : : ;u
l
k l 1/D "nC1k l li .t;"1; "2; : : : ; "k   l/ylC1k l ;
where li ; i D 0;k  l  1; are uniformly bounded functions.
If we make the substitution







k l ; i D 0;k  l  1;







B lij CB li;k lP lC1j



























k l ; i D 0;k  l  1: (3.26)
















k l ; i D 0;k  l  1;
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i;j C "nC1k l H lC1i;?
1AylC1
k l ; i D 0;k  l  1
holds.
By making in system (3.21) the substitution








we obtain system with lC1 decomposed variables and lC1 stage of decomposition
of the system (2.1) is finished.
Theorem 3. Let the conditions 1), 2) and 5l ), l D 1;k 1, be true. Then for
sufficiently small "l there exists a substitution (3.20),(3.27), which transforms system








j ; i D 0;k  l  1; (3.28a)
k lY
jD0
"j PylC1k l D B lC1k l;k lylC1k l ; (3.28b)
and the coefficients of the asymptotic decomposition of the transformation can be
uniquely found by (3.16) and (3.24).
Remark 2. By completing k steps of the decomposition of system (2.1) by the
scheme described above, we obtain block-diagonal system (2.9). Moreover, the coef-
ficients of the asymptotic decomposition of the transformation can be found by re-
current algebraic relations analogous to (3.16), (3.24).
4. EXAMPLE.
Consider the singularly perturbed system of differential equations with constant
coefficients and two small parameters
Px0 D x0Cx1Cx2;
"1 Px1 D x0Cx1Cx2;
"1"2 Px2 D x0 x1 x2:
(4.1)
Let us make the substitution in (4.1) analogous to (2.2)
x0 D y0C "1"2h0w;x1 D y1C "2h1w;x2 D wCp0x0Cp1x1; (4.2)
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where p0;p1;h0;h1 are the solutions of the algebraic systems  1 p0  "1"2p0  "1"2p20   "2p1  "2p0p1 D 0; 1 p1  "1"2p0  "1"2p0p1  "2p1  "2p21 D 0;
h0. 1C "1"2C "2/D 1;
h1. 1C "1"2C "2/D 1
By solving of these systems we obtain
p0 D p1 D 1; h0 D h1 D 1 1C "1"2C "2 :
Thus the substitution has the form




In this case system (4.1) at the first step is split to the collection of independent
equations 8<: Py0 D 0;"1 Py1 D 0;
"1"2 Pw D . 1C "1"2C "2/w:
(4.3)
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